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Introduction
Trafficking in Human Beings remains as one of the priorities of the law enforcement agenda since
2005, when the Government of Estonia has decided to develop national plan to combat human
trafficking. The same year Minister of Interior and Minister of Justice signed so called Laulasmaa
declaration1 in which main criminal policy priorities were defined. The “Development Plan for
Combating Trafficking in Human Beings for the period 2006-2009”2 was adopted a year later.
This was the first real step for Estonia on the way to combat human trafficking and protect victims.
Since that, lots of changes in the legislation, policy, national referral mechanism, victim support
services have been done. The effort was recognised by the US Department of State: in 2018 and
2019 TIP report Estonia was placed in the Tier 1 group.
However, these efforts have not increased the number of investigations and prosecutions on
trafficking cases. One of the reasons for this is that just a few cases are reported to authorities.
Detecting human trafficking is very complicated since the crime is rather hidden, prosecution is
complicated, and the general knowledge is still low. Victims often are not aware of their rights
and, as a consequence, do not consider themselves victims at all. In such situation it would be
hard to expect them to turn for help or reporting trafficking crime to officials. Media plays
important role in rising public awareness.

For years trafficking in human beings was seen rather as related to prostitution, use of physical
force, enslavement. Such image of trafficking, on the one hand, stresses the anti-human nature
of this crime. However, concentrating on the most negative cases may result in situation when
other forms are not perceived as a crime at all. Situation in Estonia is changing rapidly. While 510 years ago Estonia was still considered to be a source or a transit country for human trafficking
and was discussed as something what may happened with our people abroad, today Estonia
already become a country of destination. Over the past few years human trafficking, particularly
in relation to forced labour and labour exploitation has become a serious threat to migrant
workers in Estonia.
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Trafficking in human beings is a serious crime, as with crime in general, people usually learn about
it via media. Therefore, it is very important, how media presents the problem, how victims are
discussed and what are the possible “solutions”. The aim of this report is to look how human
trafficking was framed in Estonian printed media during the period of 5 years prior to the report.

Methodology used
This report presents the results of content analysis of 5 years of trafficking coverage in news
portals and web versions of Estonian newspapers. All articles were coded and analysed
quantitatively, using provided coding scheme.
Primary coding was done by Keidi Nurja, law student at the School of Law, University of Tartu.
The data was re-coded for the analysis and statistically analysed by Anna Markina. When
creating coding scheme, the structure provided in the terms of reference was followed as
close, as possible. However, some planned variables did not work well. In this case although
data was collected, the variable was not included into analysis presented in this report.
94 articles published in 2014-2018 were analysed. To select articles for analysis, we used the
result of media monitoring completed by NGO Living for tomorrow. Since 2013 NGO Living
for Tomorrow has established a prize for the best publication on the topic of trafficking of
human beings. For this purpose, NGO monitors all media publications and publishes links to
the publications on their web site.3 The list contains all original articles or reports, no crosslinks included. For the current report all Estonian language printed media publications were
selected. All publications have on-line versions, that were analysed.

Previous research on media representation of trafficking
The literature on media coverage of trafficking in Estonia is scarce. It was not possible to
identify a separate study on media representations and framing of human trafficking in
Estonian mass media. Few overviews of the issue have been conducted as parts of broader
projects analysing human trafficking situation in the country/region.
Two analyses were published in 2004 and 2005. At that time trafficking in human beings was
mostly seen as a problem closely related to prostitution. Pajumets (2004) analysed articles on
prostitution published in 1999- first quarter of 2003 in daily newspaper Eesti Päevaleht. In
total, 118 articles were analysed. Pajumets found that at that time prostitution was presented
3
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as a “foreign” phenomenon that does not concern Estonia. Prostitution in Estonia was not
considered to be a social problem but there was a feeling that something should be done
about it. Regarding the reasons that push women to become engaged in prostitution, the
ones that were most often discussed in the Eesti Päevaleht publications were deception and
being a victim of trafficking in human beings but mentioned were also social disadvantage.
Analysing rhetoric of the discussion on prostitution in Eesti Päevaleht in 1999- early 2003,
Pajumets concludes:
Looking at the discussions in Estonia over the last four years, it can be noted that every time an
alternative prostitution policy was proposed, it was stressed by itself or, in the defense of some
of the proposals, that we have so far "head Hidden in the sand as Ostriches "or" the most stupid
is to make the face that there is no problem ". The same applies to both, the control of
prostitution and the prohibition of the purchase of sex. However, no discussion has led to the
change of the prostitution policy of Estonia (Pajumets 2004:39).

Annist (2005) notes the change in the media portrayal of Estonian prostitution and trafficking
for the purpose of sexual exploitation in 2004 compared to the publications from 2000 to
2001. Referring to the earliest study by Saar et al (2001), she notes that in the first years of
the millennium the Estonian media presented Estonian prostitutes who migrated rather as
ambitious, determined and successful. In 2003-2004, however, such positive representation
has been replaced by the recognition that Estonian migrating prostitutes are often pushed by
poverty and have been victims of violence, Estonia is becoming a destination for sex tourism
and that there is an urgent need for international co-operation to combat sex trafficking.
More viewpoints were presented of anti-prostitution campaigners, campaigners for the
criminalization of the buying of sex services, analysts, the police, and journalists. This change
in substance, Annist notes, has contributed to a change in the trafficking discourse, leading to
a new socio-analytical view of the trafficking in persons and prostitution debate. Three main
solutions to tackle the problems of trafficking emerged from the analysis of articles:
changing the legal bases of sanctions (by following the Swedish example and criminalizing
the buying of sex services); tightening existing laws to protect Estonians from being deceived
by false job advertisements and raising public awareness to the dangers of trafficking.
Legalizing prostitution has been criticized mostly by anti-prostitution campaigners, and
campaigners to criminalize the buying of sex services. This debate dominated the media
discourse during the period studied. (Annist 2005: p.83)

Report on EU funded FLEX project also contained a section on media analysis (Kask & Markina,
2011). The focus of the FLEX Project was on trafficking for labour exploitation and forced
labour and so was the focus of the media analysis. The authors found that among many
publications on trafficking in human beings in the period 2004-2010 only handful of those
were on the issues of labour trafficking. The authors note that with a very high probability,
trafficking in human beings in the Estonian printed media will be perceived as a topic related
to the facilitation of prostitution and sexual exploitation. The trafficking for labour
exploitation was mostly presented via description of different cases of involuntary work
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where victims have been forced (by deceit, violence or taking advantage of their difficult
situation) to work under conditions different from what was promised. In the cases described
the employers have withheld peoples’ documents, so that the workers could neither quit their
job nor leave the country. The main topic of concern regarding trafficking for labour
exploitation from Estonia was labour facilitation firms, that have been blamed for fraudulent
practices and deception. Likewise, the media analysis of Pajumets (2004) and Annist (2005)
noted, many articles were aimed to raise awareness about the danger of becoming a victim
of trafficking or providing information about victim assistance.
One of the resent analyses of media coverage of sex trafficking in the Former Soviet Republics
and the Baltic States was published in 2016 by USA researcher Meghan R Sobel (2016). The
analysis regarding Baltic States is based on English-language newspapers, particularly the
weekly The Baltic Times in 2002-2013. In total. 23 articles from The Baltic Times were selected
for the analyses. Sobel notes that reporting on victims of sex trafficking is largely focused on
female victims and about quarter of the articles in The Baltic News did not discuss an
individual victim but concentrated on awareness raising trainings or policy changes. The
discussion of trafficker is usually omitted. The peak of publications was on 2003-2006 and the
interest decreased since that.
In the qualitative part of her analysis Sobel (2016) notes that The Baltic Times concentrates
on migration and international aspects of trafficking that is not consistent with many
definitions of sex trafficking, and that the newspaper explicitly tends to blame the society at
large and the government for not providing services to victims. The victims were presented
as naïve, powerless who have been easily “lured” into sex trafficking. On the more general
level, the phenomenon trafficking was linked to socio-economic problems, mainly
unemployment and opportunities to make money were the reasons why people become
victims of trafficking. These observations are in line with the findings from analysis done by
Pajumets (2004) and Annist (2005) summarised above.
To briefly sum up the analysis of representation of trafficking in the media: the issue of human
trafficking was mostly represented as trafficking for sexual exploitation. It was closely related
to migration, where Estonia was a source country and social-economic problems being push
factors that force mostly women to look for money making opportunities abroad. In this
process women become deceived, their documents taken and eventually victims are forced
into prostitution. One also can note shift of focus in this discussion: in the late 1990sbeginning of the 2000s the main attention is on prostitution, that is glamourized and not seen
as violence toward women. Later, starting about 2002-2003 the issue of prostitution is started
to be debated in the frame of trafficking in human beings. The problem of trafficking in human
beings is mostly seen as problem of sexual exploitation, no other form of trafficking receives
much attention. By the 2010 single publications looking at the other forms of trafficking, such
as trafficking for forced labour and labour exploitation start to appear in the media.
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1. The state of the media in Estonia
In the Media Pluralism Monitor 2017 states that “the main and growing concern in the
Estonian media market for 2017 (as has been the case in the last few years) is that the local
media groups are losing advertising revenues, which are increasingly being collected by the
international Internet platforms.” (Kõnno 2017: 4) Kõnno identifies three main concerns for
the risks of pluralism of Estonian media market. Those are: “a) the growing horizontal, and b)
the vertical concentration of media ownership, and c) the bias of the local media (especially
the municipal media, but they are not alone)”. (ibid)

According to the data provided by the Estonian Newspaper Association (2019) the circulation
of the printed newspapers is decreasing. Table 1 shows the changes in the average circulation
of the newspapers during the last 11 years. Except for the free non-dailies, the decrease is
remarkable for all sorts of newspapers. For daily national newspapers share of revenue from
advertising is 22%, while it is 67% for the regional papers and 44% for the national non-dailies.
According to Kõnno (2017) although the importance of the printed press as an advertising
channel has become minimal, it has maintained its social status as a reliable source of
information.
Table 1. Estonian newspapers´ circulation (thousand), average circulation in year

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
333
228
218
NATIONAL 369
DAILIES
53
50
49
REGIONAL 55
DAILIES
138
144
139
NATIONAL 163
NONDAILIES
76
69
55
REGIONAL 76
NONDAILIES
36
34
96
97
FREE
NONDAILIES
Source: Estonian Newspaper Association
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Figure 1: Share of advertising market by media type in 1Q 2019
Source: Kantar Emor
The popularity of the media channels is reflected in their share of advertising market. In the
first quarter of 2019 TV has the biggest share of the advertising market 27%, followed by
Internet 24% and newspapers 17.5% (see Figure 1). Although the share of Internet is growing,
traditional media channels as TV and newspapers remain important sources of information
for the publics and hence still attractive for the for the advertising.
According to the newest Eurobarometer data available, the most trusted media channels in
Estonia are radio (66%) and television (65%). More than half of the population trusts printed
media (55%), and a bit less internet (42%). The trust towards media is higher than in the EU
in average. The least trusted are social networks (22%). Nearly half of the population think
they have been exposed to the fake news. And this is the lowest proportion in the European
Union. This low figure is probably related to the fact that Estonians believe they can
distinguish truth from the lie: half of the population thinks they can distinguish between real
and fake news while this proportion is much lower in the EU in average. Less than half of
Estonians consider fake news to be a problem for their country, while for Europeans this
figure is 71%. However, 66% of Estonians think fake news are a threat to democracy.
(European Commission 2018)
A European project on youth participation among other issues has examined the credibility
of the media among youth. Although 52% of respondents aged 15-30 consider professional
media to be a reliable source of news, 17% of the respondents found that alternative media
is more reliable that the professional one. The project also has found that higher trust towards
alternative media was associated with lower level of social trust. Those who are convinced of
trustworthiness of the professional media are more eager to follow news than those who
consider alternative media to be a more trustworthy source of information. About 60% of
those who trust professional media are interested in publications on political, economic,
environmental, and social topics, while such interest demonstrates only 10% of those who
believe in alternative media. (Rämmer, 2018)
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2. Main findings: Framing trafficking by the media
General overview of the articles on human trafficking
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Figure 2. Number of articles on trafficking in human beings in 2014-2018

During 2014-2017 the number of articles on trafficking in human beings remained on the
same level – around 20 articles per year. This number has somehow decreased in 2018, when
only 14 articles were published. However, the length of the articles has increased from year
to year. While in 2014 the average length of an article was 572 words and no articles longer
than 1500 words were published, the average length is growing and has reached 1066 in 2018
(See Figure 3). What is also important, the changes in the average length of the articles are
not due to just one or two outliers. As is demonstrated on the Figure 4, one can observe
steadily growth in the proportion of the longer articles, while proportion of the short news is
decreasing. The longer articles tend to be more analytical, go deeper into the details while
presenting the stories.
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Figure 3. Average length of an article and
number of comments per article in 20142018

Figure 4. Length of publication per group,
2014-2018

We have also analysed the average number of comments per article. Posting comments on
the news is one of the most popular forms of user participation in online newspapers (Weber,
2014). Number of comments reflects the popularity of the news. The average number of
comments per news article on the topic of trafficking in human beings was not changing much
in 2014-2017, oscillating between 32 and 47 comments. In 2018, however, the average
number of comments increased up to 79 (Figure 3).

Figure 5. Number of comments per article in 2014-2018
Figure 5 demonstrates that the distribution of comments per article is uneven. The major part
of the articles collects less than 30 comments, while some articles became rather popular and
therefore also influence the average figure. The increase in average figure for the comments
per article in 2018 was due to one outlier, an article that attracted 483 comments. Four
“outliers” on the Figure 5 that have been commented more than 200 times were:
R. Pärgma & A. Palm. Slavery in Estonia: The Ukrainians are required to work twice as much
and when they ask for the salary are threatened to be brought to the forest. Eesti Päevaleht
Ärileht 25.07.2018 (483 comments)4

4

R. Pärgma & A.Palm. Orjapidamine Eesti moodi: ukrainlastelt nõutakse topelttööd ja palka küsides
ähvardatakse metsa viimisega. Eesti Päevaleht Ärileht 25.07.2018 Available:
https://arileht.delfi.ee/news/uudised/orjapidamine-eesti-moodi-ukrainlastelt-noutakse-topelttood-ja-palkakusides-ahvardatakse-metsa-viimisega?id=83142911
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K. Tilk. The beautiful eyes of a Nigeria man promised a woman's good fortune, but she got
nothing. Õhtuleht. 10.01.2017 (334)5
K. Ibrus. The court sentenced ten men for buying sex from a girl. Eesti Päevaleht.
03.06.2016. (277)6
M. Tamm. The unemployed men in Pärnu pimped their wives to other men. Eesti Päevaleht.
19.06.2018 (257)7

Three out of four most popular articles were published by Eesti Päevaleht. That is quite
interesting because when we look at the total number of articles on trafficking, Eesti
Päevaleht with 14 articles is well below 36 publications by another main daily newspaper
Postimees (Figure 6). However, the articles in Postimees tend to be shorter (average length
791 words) compared to Eesti Päevaleht (1242 words in average). While there were only 2
publications by financial newspaper Äripäev, these articles in average were the longest – 1791
words. Quite long are articles published in weekly newspaper Eesti Ekspress known for
journalist investigations and, surprisingly, also by Tallinn municipal newspaper Pealinn. The
shortest would be articles published in regional newspapers and news portals such as national
broadcasting ERR and online news portal DELFI.

5

K.Tilk. Nigeeria mehe kaunid silmad tõotasid naise arvates eluõnne, aga võta näpust…. Õhtuleht. 10.01.2017
Available: www.ohtuleht.ee/780951/nigeeria-mehe-kaunid-silmad-tootasid-naise-arvates-eluonne-aga-votanapust
6 K. Ibrus. Kohus mõistis alaealiselt tüdrukult seksi ostmises süüdi kümme meest. Eesti Päevaleht.03.06.2016.
Kättesaadav: https://epl.delfi.ee/eesti/kohus-moistis-alaealiselt-tudrukult-seksi-ostmises-suudi-kummemeest?id=74713203
7
M.Tamm. Töötud Pärnumaa mehed kupeldasid oma naisi teistele meestele. Eesti Päevaleht 19.06.2018.
Kättesaadav: https://epl.delfi.ee/eesti/tootud-parnumaa-mehed-kupeldasid-oma-naisi-teistelemeestele?id=82681695
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Figure 6. Number of articles and average length (in words) by publication

Figure 7. Number of comments by publication
With regards to public involvement and popularity of the articles, we see that most
commented are articles in the publications that have the longest articles. The most public
attention have attracted articles published in Eesti Päevaleht and its business supplement
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Eesti Päevalehe Ärileht, and weekly newspaper Eesti Ekspress (see Figure 7). Articles
published by Delfi news portal have also made readers to comment them.

2.2. Representations of human trafficking by type
As was briefly described in the review of the previous research, in the beginning of the
Millennium the issue of human trafficking was mainly discussed in relation to prostitution and
its control. However, in recent year there was a shift from narrow view on the human
trafficking to the broader one. Figure 8 presents changes in the number of articles by the type
of trafficking.
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Figure 8. Number of articles by types of trafficking in human beings and year
Six articles on trafficking for sexual exploitation were published in 2014, 5 articles in 2015 and
2016, while only 2 in 2017 and 2018. The proportion of articles discussing trafficking for
sexual exploitation has changed from the dominant position to the marginal one. In 20172018 one can notice growth in number of articles about trafficking for labour exploitation.
Figure 8 demonstrates that this kind of trafficking is dominant in the discussion on human
trafficking.
No stable trend can be seen on how much attention is given to the topic of sexual exploitation
of minors. In 20014 and in 2016 this kind of articles have had relatively big share among all
publications about human trafficking, while in other years there was no attention to the
problem.
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Sexual exploitation of children was discussed in relation to two court cases that received
much media attention. In July 2014 Tartu County Court sentenced to prison four men for
taking freedom from 14-years old girl, giving her drugs and alcohol and mediated her for
commercial sex via web portal.8 Another court case receiving much attention was reported
by the newspapers in 2016. In that case a 17-years old girl was “sold” to the adult males by
her boyfriend, who was also underaged. The court charged the “boyfriend” but also the ten
men for buying sex from a minor.9 As some of the convicted men were public persons, the
case was widely reported by the media.
Among the topics discussed in the publications marked as “other” are 9 articles discussing
migrants, migration or smuggling of people. Especially popular was tris topic in 2015, when 4
articles of this kind were published. This wave of articles was related to the case when group
of Vietnamese were smuggled from Russia via Estonia to Latvia aiming to Poland.
Six times the topic of the articles could be defined as “enslavement”. All these publications
are related to one court case of domestic trafficking.10
During the 5 years that were selected for the analysis, there was one article on trafficking
related to force begging. This article11 was also reporting the court case.

Over half (57 articles or 61%) of all publications analysed are based on the description of
concrete cases of human trafficking and exploitation, while none of the articles was clearly
inspired by any discussion on legislative changes.

8

https://www.postimees.ee/2850493/tartu-maakohus-moistis-vangi-neli-inimkaubitsejat
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Ibrus, K. Kohus mõistis alaealiselt tüdrukult seksi ostmises süüdi kümme meest. Eesti Päevaleht. 03.06.2016.
Available: https://www.ohtuleht.ee/737686/kohus-moistis-alaealiselt-tudrukult-seksi-ostmises-suudi-kummemeest (15.08.2019)
10
Nitra, N. Vaikse tänava tülgastav saladus: majaperemees pidas keldris orja. Postimees. 31.05.2016. Available:
https://www.postimees.ee/3715727/vaikse-tanava-tulgastav-saladus-majaperemees-pidas-keldris-orja
(15.08.2019)
11
Laine, M. Fotod: invaliidi orjastamises süüdi mõistetud moldovlased saadetakse kümneks aastaks riigist välja.
Pärnu Postimees. 08.09.2017. Available:
https://parnu.postimees.ee/4236979/fotod-invaliidi-orjastamises-suudi-moistetud-moldovlased-saadetaksekumneks-aastaks-riigist-valja (15.08.2019)
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Figure 9. Proportion of articles inspired by a case study by type of human trafficking reported
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Figure 10. Proportion of articles inspired by reports or expert-provided information by type
of human trafficking reported

Figure 9 presents the proportion of articles inspired by concrete cases. The highest proportion
of such articles are written on the topic of sexual exploitation of children. For the topic of
trafficking for sexual exploitation proportion of case-inspired articles is also high: 73%.
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Proportion of case-inspired articles for sham marriages and labour exploitation is lower – 38%
and 33% respectfully.
Figure 10 demonstrates opposite picture when the idea for the article comes from a report
or expert information. In articles reporting sham marriages or labour exploitation, the main
source of inspiration for the journalists was some report, interview with a specialist or other
information of this kind. 33 out of 39 articles (85%) inspired by this kind of more general
information refer to some experts, while 39 out of 57 (68%) case-inspired articles mention
some expert.

2.3. Experts and sources
As was discussed in the section above, in their articles journalists often rely on information
from the experts. Overall, in 73% of all articles analysed some experts were either referred as
a source of information or interviewed. Although this proportion remains high, it has slightly
decreased in recent years (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Proportion of articles referring to at least one expert by year.

There are differences in how often journalists refer to experts by the type of human trafficking
reported in the articles. The lowest is proportion of experts interviewed for articles on sexual
exploitation of children. As was noted above, these articles were mainly inspired by court
cases and reference was made mostly to the court rulings. The highest proportion of experts’
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involvement was for reporting on sham marriages. Possible explanation for this could be that
sham marriages is rather latent and covered problem, no offences of this case are registered
and articles are published as an initiative of the stakeholders, to raise awareness of the
population.
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Figure 12. Proportion of articles referring to at least one expert by type of THB reported.

The analysis has also revealed that in case-inspired articles experts are mentioned in 68% of
cases. In articles that are inspired by other pieces of information, experts are consulted more
often – in 82% of such articles.
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Figure 13. Type of expert referred in the article
Figure 13 presents the proportion of experts by the field of their expertise. Most often
referred or asked for the comment are law enforcement experts: prosecutors, police officers,
migration control officers or representatives of the Ministry of Interior. Nearly half of articles
refer to law enforcement experts. Government (21%) and NGO (22%) representatives
received less attention. Just two NGOs representatives were usually referred to: NGO Living
for tomorrow and NGO Lifeline. During the period of analysis these NGOs were the main
service providers for THB victim’s assistance and support. Among government
representatives interviewed, commenting or in other way referred in the articles were
representatives of the ministries, tax authorities, and labour inspectorate. 7% of the articles
referred to other experts, including business representatives and academia.
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Figure 14. Type of exert referred by year
The analysis did not reveal any stable trend in the reference to experts during the five years
analysed. The overall picture presented in the Figure 14 demonstrates that law enforcement
has had leading role through the years. Exception was 2015, when NGOs dominated the field.
Generally, most comments and interviews are done by public officials, however NGOs are also
present and are keeping their role. Constantly low is the role of other experts, like academia
or representatives of business. The latest should receive more voice especially when reporting
cases of trafficking for labour exploitation.
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Figure 15. Proportion of articles where some organisations were mentioned
Usually, the articles do not mention any organisation or international body. When they do it
would most probably be European Union. European Union was mentioned in 29% of all
articles analysed. Government was mentioned in 4% of the articles and United Nations
Organisation just once. Other organisations mentioned include International Labour
Organisation but also some charity or NGOs.

2.4. Use of illustrative material – statistical data and pictures
Journalists may make their stories more convincing and support their argument by use of
statistical data material. The proportion of articles that illustrate their argument by using
statistics, is considerably high: in 2017, for example, more than half of all articles on human
trafficking have used some statistical data.
60%
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Figure 16. Proportion of articles using statistical data by year

Use of statistical material depends on the length of the article. In case of articles that are
shorter than 500 words, statistical data was used in 35% of cases. For articles that are 5011500 words, the proportion was 46%, and for articles longer than 1500 words, statistical data
was used in 44% of the cases.
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Use of statistical data also depends whether the article was case-inspired or relies on general
information or report. In case-inspired articles statistical information was used less – 35% of
cases compared to 53% for the articles based on more general information.
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Figure 17. Proportion of articles that use statistical information by type of trafficking

Considerable differences in use of statistical material could be observed when looking at the
type of trafficking reported in the article. The proportion is highest for articles on labour
exploitation (62%) and the lowest for articles reporting trafficking for sexual exploitation of
children (7%).
The sources of statistical data included: statistics collected by Police Board, Ministry of Justice,
Taxation Board, Labour Inspectorate, NGOs Lifeline and Living for Tomorrow, statistical data
from ILO, European Union, and UN report. Also mentioned in several articles was Walk Free
Foundation report on Global Slavery12 that should be considered with caution and only when
the methodology of their index is carefully scrutinised. Otherwise, the data presented in the
report would rather contribute to moral panic but not to the improvement of the situation of
victims of human trafficking.

12

Walk Free Foundation. Global Slavery Index: Estonia. Available:
https://www.globalslaveryindex.org/2018/data/country-data/estonia/ (18.08.2019)
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Figure 18. Scatter plot of number of pictures used in the article by year
Pictures were used to illustrate nearly all articles on human trafficking. Only 3% of articles
were not illustrated by a picture. Usually (71%) one picture was used; 20% of articles used 2
to 9 pictures; 6% of articles were illustrated by 10 and more pictures. Figure 18 demonstrates
the scatter plot for the number of pictures by year. By looking at the graph one can see that
in the last 3 years there were no publications on trafficking without pictures. One probable
reason for this is that the articles are published on-line, where usually picture is always
present. One also can note the increasing number of articles with big number of pictures, so
called galleries. Absolute record in our sample belongs to the article “Kõige problemaatilisem
ehitusplats” – “The most problematic construction site” by Tiina Kaukvere13 illustrated by 30
pictures.

13

Kaukvere, T. Kõige problemaatilisem ehitusplats. Positimees 01.06.2018. Available:
https://leht.postimees.ee/4497554/koige-problemaatilisem-ehitusplats (18.08.2019)
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Figure 19. Proportion of pictures by the content of image

While looking at the content of the pictures, the most often articles are accompanied by
general illustrative pictures. Article on trafficking for sexual exploitation, for example, will be
illustrated by a stock picture of prostitute, handcuffs, or a brothel. Article on migrant
smuggling and exploitation will be illustrated by picture of forest or a border. Sometimes
these pictures are related to the case reported but are of general content – general picture
of a construction site, picture of living conditions of workers etc.
Popular are pictures that exemplify control over the trafficking: photos from the court room
(11%) or control police, tax authorities and labour inspectorate joined raids on the
construction sites (10%). Offenders or suspected offenders were presented in 11% and
victims or suspected victims in 9% of articles. The articles were also illustrated by photos of
experts (8%) or relevant documents (7%).

Examples of investigative work by journalists
There are several good examples of successful investigative journalism.
Lennart Käämer. Ümbrikupalga eest töötanud ehitajad süüdistavad ettevõtjaid. Ärileht.
23.07.2018. (The builders who have worked without legal contract blame the
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entrepreneurs in mean tricks). https://www.aripaev.ee/uudised/2018/07/20/umbrikupalgaeest-tootanud-ehitajad-suudistavad-ettevotjaid-alatutes-votetes
The article tells the story of Ukrainian construction workers in Estonia. It starts with their
arrival to Estonia and situation, when they have been deceived by a labour facilitator firm.
They did not get salary; although promised to get residents and work permits done, their
status in Estonia remained illegal. Next, they found work by another firm who was also a
subcontractor on the same construction site. However, their situation did not improve.
The article describes schemes that are used to exploit workers and the way migrant workers
are treated.
In this article all suspected perpetrators are presented by their names, photos of workers,
documents, construction sites are presented. The voice is given to all parties: workers,
entrepreneurs, their lawyers. Altogether nine interviews with workers were done during this
investigation. Four of them agreed to be presented by their own name, while the rest
remained anonymous. Workers are presented as victims of fraudulent schemes; the image of
victims is positive.
The article is 2363 words long, it was not opened for comments.
R. Pärgma & A. Palm. Orjapidamine Eesti moodi: ukrainlastelt nõutakse topelttööd ja palka
küsides ähvardatakse metsa viimisega. (Slavery in Estonia: The Ukrainians are required to work
twice as much and when they ask for the salary are threatened to be brought to the forest.) Eesti
Päevaleht Ärileht 25.07.2018 (483 comments)

https://arileht.delfi.ee/news/uudised/orjapidamine-eesti-moodi-ukrainlastelt-noutaksetopelttood-ja-palka-kusides-ahvardatakse-metsa-viimisega?id=83142911
This article is based on the series of interviews with experts and is aimed to analyse the
situation with labour exploitation in Estonia. The following experts are interviewed: NGO
Living for Tomorrow (help line for THB victims), Embassy of Ukraine (sent their comment),
labour inspectorate, Ukrainians’ Society in Pärnu, migration supervision officer, work force
facilitation agency.
The article also presents statistics on migration. Migrants are presented in neutral or rather
positive way. In the situations when migrants work in Estonia illegally, it is usually because of
the deception, article says.
The picture used (below) is neutral.
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This article is 1070 words long; has gathered 483 comments.
M. Tamm. Töötud Pärnumaa mehed kupeldasid oma naisi teistele meestele. Eesti Päevaleht
19.06.2018. (The unemployed men in Pärnu pimped their wives to other men.) Eesti Päevaleht.
19.06.2018 (257)

https://epl.delfi.ee/eesti/tootud-parnumaa-mehed-kupeldasid-oma-naisi-teistelemeestele?id=82681695
This article presents two cases of trafficking for sexual exploitation prosecuted in Pärnu
district court. Both cases are to some extent similar: boyfriend forces his girlfriend to sell sex
to other men using their vulnerable situation or by blackmailing with video.
The article goes beyond the court decision but tells the whole story of the women. The
journalist has interviewed victims and prosecutor, an NGO expert was also asked for a
comment.
This article was illustrated by a picture (see below) that was rather neutral to the victim and
also a photo of a prosecutor in the court room.
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The article was 1664 words long; it has 257 comments.
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Conclusion
Attention to human trafficking has remained on the same level – about 20 publications in
Estonian in printed on-line media. However, there was slight decrease in the number of
articles in 2018.
Important shift in the articles and reports that there are more and more long, analytical
articles. These articles attract a lot of attention among readers, that is reflected in the number
of comments.
Changes in the situation when Estonia has become a destination country for migrants are
reflected in the changes in framing of trafficking problem in the media reports. While 10-15
years ago trafficking was solely framed as prostitution-related problem, today media writes
a lot about trafficking for forced labour and labour exploitation.
Sensationalist way of presenting information is hardly used. Often arguments are supported
by statistical data and experts’ opinion. Experts’ voice is quite strong in Estonian media
when it comes to human trafficking problem. Among experts the strongest voice belongs to
law enforcement – they are more often referred to and presented on the pictures (e.g.
court room, control raid).
Victims are given voice, but this voice is weak. Victims are presented as vulnerable,
sometimes naïve; often experts speak for them.
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Appendix 1: Protocol
1. Publication Title

2. Date of Publication

3. Details on report
a. If in paper
i.

page in news paper

ii. Under what section
b. If online
i. What section
ii. Number of hits or comments.

4. Length of report
a. Under 500 characters
b. 501 – 1,500
c. 1501 – 3000
d. 3,001+

5. Headline

6. Sources used / quoted

7. Topics covered

8. Genesis of Report
a. A case study
b. Legislation
c. Policy
d. Other

9. Language Used
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a. Positive
b. Negative
c. Neutral
d. Descriptive / Commentary
e. Sensationalist

10. Organisation Mentioned

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Government;
European Union;
Council of Europe;
UN;
Other international organisations;
Experts (academic, analysis, evaluators);
Criminal Justice;
Civil Society Organisation;
General Public / Member of Public;
Other.

11. What Frame is human trafficking placed in
a. Human rights
b. Security
c. Prostitution
d. Immigration
e. Prosecution
f.

Other

12. Pictures used
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